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From the Editor
When we think of  cross-cultural interactions, we most often think of  
the classic foreign missionary learning a new language and exotic culture in some 
remote locale. On the cover of  this issue, and in From the Archives, we see this 
traditional image in the story of  E.F. Ward, the first Free Methodist missionary, and 
his wife who lived and worked in India. From his scrapbooks we see his drawing 
of  the human body as he labeled words in English and Hindi, and some of  his 
early scripts for Gospel talks given in the bazaars of  India. But this is only one 
type of  intercultural work needed in today’s Church. There is also a growing need 
for scholars who can help us navigate the cultural boundaries of  history, theology, 
and even the Bible itself. Every culture provides a unique lens through which one 
group of  people sees the world, perceives God’s work, and even reads scripture. 
These cultures might be ethnic, linguistic, or even generational. What might it mean 
to read the story of  the woman at the well through African eyes, or understand 
a Christian theology of  suffering through Chinese perspectives? What new, rich 
insights might we gain, not just to communicate the Gospel to people in other 
places, but also to help develop our own understanding of  God at a deeper, more 
complete level?
On October 10, 2014 the Advanced Research Programs of  Asbury 
Theological Seminary held their Advanced Research Interdisciplinary Colloquium 
entitled “Intercultural Hermeneutics,” and in our regular practice, The Asbury Journal 
is publishing the four papers presented by the doctoral students, as well as the two 
presentations by Asbury faculty. Dr. Lalsangkima Pachuau introduces the topic of  
intercultural hermeneutics, explaining some of  the complexities that come with 
reading scripture through different cultural lenses, while Dr. Craig Keener, in his 
keynote address explores the many layers of  this subject, and demonstrates how 
intercultural hermeneutics work at the practical level in the cases of  miracles and 
spirits/ witchcraft. Jeremy Chew examines how Naaman in 2 Kings 5 represents 
an Old Testament model of  cross-cultural conversion in the socio-political world 
of  his ancient Syrian context. Moe Moe Nyunt compares Eastern and Western 
modes of  Christian mediation to demonstrate how they reflect the deep cultural 
foundations from which they emerged. Adrian Reynolds explores how his own 
background growing up in Zimbabwe enables him to interact more easily within 
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theological boundaries with other Christian scholars, in this case, Stephen D. Moore, 
an Irish postcolonial biblical critic. Hunn Choi presents how his own perspective 
as a Korean born pastor of  a multicultural church, helps develop guidelines for 
reading scripture through other cultural lenses at the margins of  society here in the 
United States.
Two more articles round out this fascinating exploration of  understanding 
scripture and theology across cultural boundaries. Benjamin Espinoza explores 
how reimagining Phillip Spener’s 1675 work Pia Desideria can help us develop 
stronger Christian pedagogy in our current context. J. Derrick Lemons looks at 
how the powerful cultural experience of  table fellowship established in the first 
century can help bring a sense of  community to marginalized people within our 
own church communities today. Reading scripture and developing theology almost 
always involves crossing borders of  some type, be they historical, theological, or 
cultural. Especially in today’s globalized and rapidly changing world, developing 
the skills to cross such borders has become an issue of  critical importance to 
theological education, and indeed the growth and survival of  the Church itself. 
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